
Sintering/Powder Metallurgy

Vacuum Carbuńzing System for Powder.
Metal Parts and Components
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acuum carburizing is a non-
equilibrium process. Unlike
atmosphere carburizing,
it is not possibie to set the

carbon potential of the atmosphere and
control its composition in order to obtain
a desired carburized case.

Currently the boost-diffusion technique
is applied to control the surface carbon
content and carbon distribution in the
case. In the first boost step, the flow of car-

burizing gas has to be sufficient to saturate

the austenite while avoiding soot deposi-

tion and formation of massive carbides. To
accomplish this goal, the calculation of the
proper gas flow rate has to be made. In the
case of PM parts, however, the amount of
carbon absorbed by the part's surface can
be a few times higher thanks to additional
internai surface area created by pores pres-

ent in the carburized case t1'4. This amount
will depend on the density of the part, the
densification grade of the surface layer and
the stage of the surface * "as machined" or
"as sintered." It is believed that enhanced
gas diffusion after initial evacuation ofthe
PM parts leads to faster carburization from

within the pores, especially when pores are

open - surface "as sintered" and intercon-
nected - with low density.

A serious challenge with vacuum carbu-

rizing is to deliver the carbon in a uniform
manner to the workpieces. This led to the
deveiopment of the different methods of
carburizing gas circuiation - pulse/pump

method developed in 19ó0s or pulse/pause

technique applied in most of today's vac-

uum furnaces ti'41. In both cases each pres-

sure change may deliver fresh carburizing
atmosphere into the pores, leading to fast-

er carburization from within the pores.

Since today's control ofvacuum carbu-
rizing is based largely on empirical results,

present experiments may lead to better
understanding and improved control of
the process t5'6J.

Experimental Procedures
Using a powder-metal blend designed to
simulate the composition of AISI 8620

wroughtsteel chemistry, standard trans-
verse rupture strength (TRS) bars were

compacted at pressures ranging from 480
MPa to 1080 MPa at six different densities
starting from 7.0 g/cm3 to 7.5 g/cmr with a

0.1 g/cmi increment.
The basic iron powder was a QMP

Atomet 1001 HP. Alloying elements
were admixed as ferroalloys or elemental
powders together with graphite ar'd O.fo/o
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Fig.1. Carbon distribution showing dependence on density
(as-sintered surfaces) - SECOMARWICK pulse/pause process

Fig.2. Carbon distribution showing dependence on density
(machined surfaces) - SECOATIIARWICK pulse/pause process
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Fig.3. o/oC on the carburized surface showing dependence on
density - SECO/WARWICK pulse/pause process

lubricant. Sintering was done at 1280'C
(f336'F) in a 90olo N, +10% H, dry atmo-
sphere. As.sintered bars were vacuum car-

burized along with coupons of AISI 8620

wrought steel. Chemical compositions of
the samples and refurence coupons are

given in Table 1.

Fig.4. Case depth at 0.5olo C showing dependence on density for ma-
chined and as-sintered sułfaces - 5EcoA,l/ARWlcK puIse/pause process

In the pulse/pause furnace, the boost
period consists of three pulses - 3 minutes
+ 1.5 minutes + 1.5 minutes - separated

by 5 minute pauses. During each pulse,

the pressure was fluctuating between 4.5

Torr and 8 Torr with the frequency of one
fluctuation per 30 seconds. The carburiz.

Results
Figures 1 and 2 show experimentaliy mea.

sured carbon distributions for different
densities and sample surfaces ("as sin-
tered" or "machined") for the puise/pause

carburizing process carried on in SECO/
\VAR\VICK's furnace.

Figure 3 shows a plot of surface carbon
as a function of density for both sintered
and machined powder-metal parts. Simi-
larly, Figure 4 shows the variation of case

depth as a function of density for sintered
and machined samples.

Figures 5-8 show similar results ob-
tained for the pulse/pump carburizing
process. In both cases, the highest sur.

face carbon content around 2.8% C is

observed in "as sintered" samples, com-
pacted at 7.0 g/cmr. This amount decreas-

es linearly to around I.Z'r/o C for samples

compacted at 7.5 gf cm3. Based on high
carbon absorption, the as-sintered, low-
density samples produced a deeper case

- up to 0.6 mm for pulse/pump process
and 0.47 mm for pulse/pause process - as

compared to 0.2 mm for reference pore-
free material (AISI 8óf0).

To obtain machined surfaces, half of
the samples were ground 0.1 mm with two
passes. Carbon content was measured us-

ing a glow-discharge spectrometer - Leco
GDS400. Typically, five runs were made

for each depth level. Carbon profrling
was achieved by subsequent grinding and
qnenrrrl qnql-tci.

Vacuum carburizing was performed using

a furnace with a pulse/pause method and
a furnace with pulse/pump method of gas

circulation. In both furnaces process tem-
perature was maintained at 900"C (1650"F)

and the same boost and diffusion time of
16 minutes and 21 minutes, respectively.

ing atmosphere was SECO/WARWICK's
patented mixture of acetylene + ethylene
+ hydrogen.

Boost in the pulse/pump furnace con-
sists of three pulses separated by two
pumping periods. Each pulse lasts 5 min-
utes and includes 8 injecrions, causing a

pressure increase - up to 100 Torr. Pump-
ing periods between pulses last 1 minute
and pressure was reduced to 2 Torr be-

fore beginning the next pulse. Carbu-
rizing atmosphere consists of acetylene
diluted with nitrogen in the ratio 1:7.

Diffusion was carried on under vacuum
of 0.2 Torr.
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Fig.5. Carbon distribution showing dependence on density
(as-sintered surfaces) - Hayes pulse-pump process
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Fig.6. Carbon distribution showing dependence on density
(machined surface) - Hayes pulse-pump process
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Table 1. Chemical composition of the samples

Malerial c si Mn Ni Cr Mo Cu

8620 PM. 0. 19 0.21 0.84 0.52 0.51 0.21 0.21

8620 steel 0.21 0.323 0.81 0.57 0.54 0.20 0.20
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Fig. 7. (ase depth at 0.57o C showing dependence on density for machined and
as-sintered surfaces - Hayes pulse-pump process
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As shown in these results, the ciosing
of surface porosity by machining has a

signilicant impact on both surface carbon
absorption and case depth. At low density
(7.0 g/cmr), the surface carbon is reduced
more than 507o by machining (2.87o vs.

l.l%). By increasing density to 7.5 g/cm',

the machined sampies absorbed almost the
same carbon on the surface as pore-free

material - wrought steel AISI 8620 (Fig.

6). Consequently, the case depth ofhigh-
density, machined powder-metal parts is

very close to the case depth of pore.free

wroughtsteel material of the same chemi-
cal composition.

Conclusion
Vacuum carburizing o{ powder-metal ma-

terial is much faster than of solid steel.

The most important factor is open sur-

face and porosity volume in powder-metal
parts. By decreasing the amount of open
porosity using a combination of high den-

sity and surface-pore closure modifications
such as machining, the powder-metal
parts can produce comparable case depth
to wrought steel of similar chemistry.

In this work, it was shown that as-sin-

tered, low-density powder-metal parts can
produce dramatically abnormal surface

carbon contents with massive carbides if
carburized in the same conditions as pore-

free wrought-steel parts. !H
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Carbon dioxide is pro-
duced when you burn
carbon-containing fuels
like coal, natural gas and
oil. Carbon dioxide levels

in the atmosphere are climbing, and
many experts believe it! a green-
house gas contributing to global
warming. Recently, several states,
the European Union and some
other countries announced plans to
control carbon dioxide emissrons.
A proposed idea to reduce emis-
sions is to allow comoanies to trade
credits. lf companies emit less than
they're permitted, they could sell
their extra credits to companies that
are otherwise over their limits. Then
companies that reduce their emis-
sions can receive revenue to offset
related costs.

You can reduce carbon dioxioe
emissions by increasing combustion
efficiency. Examples include tighten-
ing furnaces, installing heat recovery
systems or using oxygen assisted
combustion.

Ai Products' specia/ists can help
you identify ways to reduce your
emissions. Call us at 800-ó54-45ó7,
code 493.
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